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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
In light of the Governor’s orders, KCMS events remain on
hold. We assure you once it is safe, we will bring our events
back in grand style! Thank you for understanding!
KCMS Holiday Sharing Card Deadline
Wednesday December 9, 2020
KCMS Virtual Night of Giving
Wednesday December 9, 2020

*Pay your dues early or donate to the Holiday
Sharing Card and you are entered in a raffle drawing
to be aired on social media 12/9/20

WSMA Legislative Summit
Tuesday February 9, 2021

The event is scheduled to begin at 8:30 AM in the
Columbia Room of The Legislative Building on the
Capitol Campus.
Visit www.wsma.org for further info

KCMS 2021 Wellness Events
Stay Tuned! Covid Pending!
KCMS Around the World in 18 Holes!
Friday June 25, 2021
Annual Golf Tourney in
memory of: Dr. Michael Cook
In support of Heart Health!

Winter 2020

I N LO V I N G M E M O RY O F
D R . M I K E CO O K
Elaine, Steven & Elizabeth

Please contact KCMS to help support this event
as a Major Sponsor!
kcmsmed@gmail.com ~ 360.689.2928

Don’t mess with my kids. And I have a couple thousand of
them. As a parent I don’t think I’m overprotective. Of course
my children have had the good fortune of being healthy. As
a pediatrician I am fiercely protective of “my kids.” Of course
I want them to develop into independent capable adults. I
try to encourage this in my conversations with them and
their parents throughout development. I appreciate the role
of struggles and failures in building character. But when it
comes to their medical needs, I’m a bit of a helicopter doctor.
(Can I borrow that descriptor?)
I have come to know many of the pediatric specialists in this
area over the dozen or so years I have practiced here. I listen
to my families (again with the possessiveness) about their
experiences at different facilities and with different providers.
I know there are many qualified skilled practitioners out there,
but I am particularly fond of the ones I know communicate
well with my worried families.
I’m blessed to work in the pediatric world, where we can
see an ill patient that day or the next and even schedule a new patient with an urgent need within
a couple days. This isn’t unique to my practice. This is simply what we have come to expect for the
care of our children. The world of adult medicine just isn’t the same... and I don’t pretend to know the
obstacles for adult providers. When it comes time to release my kids, I want to know they will be wellcared for.
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends we follow patients until the age of 21, and I
generally do so. I serve as another support for these young adults learning to navigate life beyond
high school.
I am especially reluctant to release my most vulnerable patients. They begin to transition from
pediatric to adult specialists at age 17-18. I like to ease this transition by being the medical provider
who knows their history and their family dynamics and can help coordinate their care. Many of these
medically complex patients, have state insurance, and that can make it difficult to find a primary
provider. There are several wonderful internists and family practitioners in the community, and I have
referred to many, but I am especially grateful for the family medicine residency. The typical outpatient
pediatrician isn’t eager to have loads of complex patients, but for residents they provide excellent
opportunities for learning. In addition the residency program is in a unique position to provide this
underserved population with access to important resources.
Being involved with KCMS, and especially these past few years on the executive board, I have
been afforded the opportunity to get to know some really great doctors. I don’t often need adult
specialists, but on occasion I do. For me it’s so different if I can call someone I’ve already met socially,
someone whose voice on the phone I can match to a face.

continued on page 3
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THANK YOU FOR PAYING YOUR KCMS 2021
MEMBERSHIP DUES!

Thank you to those of you have paid your membership dues with the Kitsap County
Medical Society and the WSMA. We value your participation and hope that we
are providing relevance and value to you and your practice. Please see below for a
summary of Membership Benefits:
1. E-Membership Directory emailed to you by request

TBD........................................................................................ 00
TBD........................................................................................ 00
TBD........................................................................................ 00
TBD........................................................................................ 00
TBD........................................................................................ 00
TBD........................................................................................ 00

2. Professional listing in the E-Membership Directory

TBD........................................................................................ 00

3. Professional listing by specialty on the KCMS website under “find a doctor”

TBD........................................................................................ 00

4. Communique publication snail-mailed to your home of office
5. Complimentary wellness events; yoga, ski event, hiking, cycling

TBD........................................................................................ 00

6. Business meetings at the county and state level often with CME

TBD........................................................................................ 00

7. Social Membership Mixers (spring, summer, fall and winter)
8. One set of membership mailing labels (by request) for your practice to introduce a
new or retiring provider or to market a job opening

Jennifer Hanscom

9. KCMS physician information line and grievance line

Executive Director & Chief Executive Officer

10. Representation at the state level (WSMA) and the county level (KCMS)

Washington State Medical Association
2001 6th Ave. Ste. 2700
Seattle, WA 98121
Phone: 206-441-9762
Toll-free 800-552-0612

11. Opportunity to participate with meaningful charitable projects in Kitsap County

PLEASE HELP US BETTER SERVE YOU!

1. Please provide us with a personal email vs. a work email as we have found
that work addresses are often blocked. We do not share personal email
2. If your home mailing address has changed please update the KCMS office at
360.689.2928 or kcmsmed@gmail.com
3. If you would like last minute reminders regarding day of event/meeting
updates, please provide the KCMS with your cell
4. We market events on FB and also the KCMS website at www.kcmedical.org
5. With a large membership we do our best to provide events and meetings and
charitable outreach that we hope will appeal to all of our members. If there is
an idea that you have and would like KCMS to explore, please share it with us

Kitsap County Medical Society Mission Statement
• promote the art and science of medicine
• promote the care and well being of patients
• protect and improve the health of the public
• serve and provide leadership for the membership of the Society
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Rebecca Carlson
Executive Director

Kitsap County Medical Society
PO BOX 490
Silverdale, WA 98383
Phone: 360.689.2928
email: kcmsmed@gmail.com
website: kcmedical.org

You can help support the Medical Society Foundation simply
by checking “KCMS Foundation” when buying anytime during
the year on Amazon. The way it works is you sign on to
AmazonSmile vs. Amazon and simply select KCMS Foundation
as your charity and Amazon will
send .05% of the total sale to
KCMS! The site and prices are the
same as on Amazon.

Our Medical Society!

continued from the cover

social events (in whatever form they take in the near future) are
Saturday May 4, 2019think
PM - to10:00
PM
vital«
to 5:00
feeling connected
our medical
community. Being able to

Marvin Williams Center

commiserate (uh, I mean speak) about our shared experiences may
help us stave off burnout. No offense to the wonderful men who
«
have served with me on the board, but I am especially appreciative
that I have had the opportunity to meet more women who are
balancing motherhood and a career... and recently educating their
children at home as well.

697 Park Ave. Bremerton

Tickets $75 each
So nothing profound
just a little about me and what I have
Free for KCMS Members
andhere...
Spouse
gained from my time on the executive board of this unique medical
society. Make no
mistake, the
providers
who choose to live
KCMS Alliance Members reduced
price
atmedical
$45.00
each

and work on the Kitsap Peninsula are every bit as intelligent and
skilled as those practicing in major metropolitan areas. I think the
KCMS Family Luau (pre-Covid) reason they choose to practice here is that they want to be part of a
community
and enjoy
the character from tv or
Best Costume
Contest!
Dress
as your
favorite
galactic
This is only a small glimpse
of what KCMS offers.
My time
on
natural
beauty
of
this
area.
the board also introduced me to the Washington State Medical
film! Best dressed couple or individual wins a gift card for the new cafe and
Association. I am grateful for the physicians and others who submit
It’s hard to imagine I could
wine
atthis
the
Spaceprocess.
Needle!
resolutions and actively
takebar
part in
democratic
I for Encourage your staff to dress up as a group
write an article that isn’t
one never expected to attend a House of Delegates Annual Meeting
theme!
Best
group
of
three
or
more
wins aand
galactic
group gift sure
about COVID-19
the
or meet the team at the WSMA headquarters. Mind you I’m still not
crazy
state
of
politics
and
to be
out
chomping at the bit to submit a resolution, but I certainly
have
a of this world amazing!
the other challenges of
better sense of how medical providers can have an impact.
2020, but I did and I have no
regrets. I’m sure there will
Finally I don’t think social events should be overlooked. 2020 has
Buffet
Dinner
«
Silent
Auction
Dessert
still
be plenty«
for next
year’s Auction
not seen the usual social events for KCMS... or for anyone else. I’ve
Melody Bronold, MD & Shannon RE, RN at KCMS
president
to
address...
already shared the value of getting
to know
colleagues.
Dancing
bymyDJ
KelvinI also
« KCMS Board Installment & RecognitionTree Gala (pre-Covid)

Erna Streich & Dr. Bob & Mrs. Jackie Bright Nursing Scholarship Presentation

Thank you to our Annual Giving Sponsors! We appreciate your
* On-site babysitting available up to 20 children max (please reserve early) at $30 per child.
partnership
&Includes
support
with the Kitsap County Medical Society!
CPR trained sitters and light refreshments/snacks
RSVP: kcmsmed@gmail.com or 360.689.2928
Thank You to our Annual Giving and Event Sponsors!
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Rebecca Carlson at: KCMS (360) 689-2928 • Silverdale, WA 98383 • email: kcmsmed@gmail.com • website: kcmedical.org
A part of Franciscan Medical Group

Annual Giving Sponsors gift $2,500.00, $5,000.00 or $7,500.00 to the KCMS Foundation or donate significantly with in-kind donations. If you are
interested in participating and would like a benefits package sent to you, please contact the KCMS at kcmsmed@gmail.com or 360.689.2928.
Packages are at tiered levels and include event tickets, marketing in our publications, recognition at our meetings and events and on our website
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Award Winning Services & Options for Rehabilitation
Independent~Assisted~Memory Care

Where excellent care and customer service
result in superior patient outcomes
• Extensive History of Perfect Surveys and a ‘5 Star
Medicare Rating’
• In-Patient and Out-Patient Comprehensive Physical,
Occupational, Aquatic, and Speech Therapies
• 24-Hour Sub-Acute Skilled Nursing Care

Memory Care Community
• Respite Day Accommodations
• Licensed Nurse 7 days a week
supported by dedicated
licensed caregivers

360-697-4488

Assisted Living

• Short Stay Option for Recovery and
Respite Care
• Licensed Nurse 7 days a week
providing 20 levels of nursing care

360-692-1228

Short-term rehabilitation

360-698-3930

Independent Living

• Unique Cottages, 1 & 2 Bedrooms
• Evening Meal in Clubhouse or
Delivered to Cottage

360-692-4480

www.encorecommunities.com
ALL COMMUNITIES LOCATED IN SILVERDALE

Our established leadership team has been caring for seniors for over two decades
4.

Gib Morrow, MD, MPH, Public Health Officer
significant disease have symptoms months later. And we are starting
to see evidence, even in Kitsap, of reinfection. We don’t know what
COVID-19 will look like as a pre-existing condition a decade from
now, but it could be significant.
A group of respected health professionals
met three weeks ago to plead with the
public to cut back on all non-essential
activities. “Do things safer, smaller, and
smarter. COVID -19 is a viral wildfire, and
we are the fuel. Let’s not throw more human lives on the fire,” said
King County health officer Jeff Duchin. Since that warning, the twoweek case count has more than tripled to its highest level yet and is
climbing rapidly. Nationally, daily cases surpassed 100,000, and then
just eight days later broke 180,000. COVID infected one out of every
three hundred Americans last week. Hospitalizations and deaths
are increasing rapidly, and our healthcare system is showing signs
of strain. While we received encouraging news about a vaccine and
approval of another emerging therapy, these won’t help right now.
We’ve learned much in the past ten months. We know that this virus
is opportunistic and aggressive, spreading readily through indoor
air from people who have no idea they are infectious. This stealth
feature renders it challenging to contain. Its impact on victims ranges
from asymptomatic colonization to rapid respiratory failure and
death, with the potential for significant long-term neurologic, cardiac,
pulmonary and renal dysfunction in many of those who recover.
MRI studies inform us that even asymptomatic young athletes have
evidence of cardiac inflammation. One third of hospitalized patients
have lasting cognitive impairment. “Long-haulers” who survive

We are fortunate to live in a state which acted early and aggressively
last spring. School and business closures hit us hard, but we largely
averted the disaster of an overwhelmed healthcare system, field
hospitals, morgue trailers, and the much higher death rates of other
places around the country and the world. “Stay Home, Stay Healthy”
mitigation measures bought us some time to learn about this new
disease, educate our community, develop treatments and promising
vaccines, establish testing options and capacity, and train contact
tracers to stop its spread. Unchecked spread of COVID through our
community is just not a viable option for a disease with such high
hospitalization and fatality rates.
Our unified behavior, clear messaging, and leadership as physicians
are the critical elements needed to get us through the coming
winter with the least damage to our health, economy and society.
Our community needs us to stand together and promote the
interventions that we know work. Masks stop spread and need to
be worn. Those with exposures, no matter how long, or symptoms,
no matter how mild, need to be tested and kept apart from others.
Businesses and organizations, including our own, need to institute
and strictly adhere to best practices and promptly and transparently
notify each and every contact of any possible exposures. We need
to call on leaders in business, government, sports, entertainment
and education to support and amplify this message. This is a true
pandemic, but it won’t last forever. Let’s hunker down and do the
right thing together.

On behalf of the Members and Medical
Providers of the Kitsap County Medical Society
we wish to express our most sincere, heartfelt
thanks and praise to our community for working
together to serve each other and keep us safe
and healthy during this unforgettable time.
The KCMS is working with the WSMA & our Health Dept. awaiting
news on the distribution protocol of the Covid-19 Vaccination. We
may already have news by the time the Communique reaches you. We
will be posting information on the KCMS website at www.kcmedical.
org and sending an email to members as soon as we know more! In the
meantime…you can stay up-to-date along with us by visiting the
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/Vaccine

PHOTOS REPRESENT KITSAP COUNTY HEALTH
CARE WORKERS AND MEMBERS WITH KCMS
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A Surgeon’s Journey Toward Mindfulness
Brian P. Wicks, MD

These days I find myself standing on
the periphery of clinical medicine
after years in the trenches. I still do
some orthopedic surgical assisting
and keep up with healthcare issues,
especially healthcare reform.
Scanning my email feeds, I recently
noted a message from St. Michael’s
leadership about a class or discussion
focusing on mindfulness for
healthcare professionals and I was
pleasantly surprised that this topic
had finally crept into the world of
mainstream medicine.
My introduction to the concept of mindfulness, many years ago,
came from my wife, Kate, when she returned from a conference
where one of the speakers had the audience members take a
small box of raisins and eat them slowly. One by one. Savoring
the experience. Focusing on the textures, the tastes, and the
action of eating the raisins.
I was a good husband. I did not laugh. But I did think, “Well,
here’s a dollop of New Age thinking that may be attractive to
some people, in some arenas, but it was not applicable to me.” I
was an orthopedic surgeon in the prime of my clinical career. In
addition to a full orthopedic practice, I juggled leadership duties
with KCMS, then WSMA, concurrent with leading The Doctors
Clinic, and followed by a stint as board chair at Physicians
Insurance. I had been trained during residency and fellowship
to handle anything that was thrown at me and I did, with a
reasonable degree of professional success.
During my post-medical school training in the late 80s, the
teaching model was “learn the facts”, “read all the time”, “learn
from watching how mentors do it”, and “carry the orthopedic
torch when it is your turn”. There was no discussion about
burnout or compassion fatigue. In fact, there was no direct
instruction outside the science and the clinical practice.
Journal articles did not deal with any topic related to practice
management or self-care. You were taught that the, sometimes,
brutal nature of medical training was to be borne stoically, as
generations of physicians had done before.
Ours was a very proud and functional orthopedics residency
program, with an exceptional esprit de corps. We were on a first
name basis with most of the attending physicians and it was
understood, but not spoken, that we were the best group of
residents in the hospital. On balance, I had a very good residency
experience but upon leaving the training womb thought that the
stressors of dealing with surgical complications, delays in the OR,
inefficiencies on the hospital floor, calls from the ED in the middle
of the night, and the myriad other burrs under my saddle were just
issues to be painfully tolerated while practicing my profession.
If only I knew then what I know and practice now…
6.

My journey to mindfulness began in earnest in 2013 when I
made a trip with my younger daughter, Abby, to hear the Dalai
Lama speak in Portland. I knew some of the Dalai Lama’s story,
his exile from his native Tibet, and the oppression of the Tibetan
people by the Communist Chinese. However, I knew little of
his philosophy and had no inkling of the impact that he would
have on me. Our seats in the Portland arena were low in a side
balcony and close to the stage.
Our sightline to the Dalai Lama was unobstructed. His carriage,
poise, wisdom, and self-deprecating sense of humor were
mesmerizing. The program that day consisted of some lecturing
but was focused on answering questions posed by audience
members. These questions were nothing exceptional and
dealt with, mostly, mundane topics. However, the Dalai Lama’s
approach to answering these questions was a revelation. His
ability to speak from the heart in his non-native language while
calling on his deep knowledge and understanding of Buddhist
philosophy was impressive. His ability to dissect the question,
offer insight without preaching, and tailor his response to the
needs of the present-day world showed me this was no ordinary
religious leader, but one whose approach to life was not be
cloaked in the mysticism of ancient texts.
I have always felt the best way to improve the delivery and
quality of healthcare was to steal the best ideas from those who
had been successful in other arenas and apply those insights
to my profession. My experience that day in Portland showed
me that although I had been well-trained in the science and
performance of orthopedics, there was missing from my skill set
the tools I needed to deal more effectively with my patients, my
work colleagues, and, most importantly, my family.
My recognition that there were some deficits in my formal
science training led me to read extensively the writings of the
Dalai Lama and the books written by a sage, but very authentic,
Vietnamese Buddhist monk, Thich Nhat Hanh. My introduction
to concepts novel to me was as entertaining as enlightening.
Mindfulness is one of the practices at the foundation of
Buddhist philosophy and is, arguably, the most approachable for
someone not raised in the Buddhist tradition. This is likely why
it is the practice most visible in healthcare today and why the
concept is expanding beyond self-help conferences and therapy
sessions. Mindfulness is being taught in schools through very
successful programs like MindUP, championed by the actress
Goldie Hawn, and is even incorporated into US Army training,
where it is part of a curriculum to teach soldiers to wind down

more effectively and drift quickly to much-needed sleep, even in
the combat theater.
Mindfulness, however, does not exist in a vacuum. It is part
of an interconnected system of philosophic thought. It has
partners such as impermanence, the concept that things are
always changing so you can take heart in the fact that even
bad experiences will eventually end. Detachment, when
appropriately cultivated, allow you to diminish the effect of
discriminatory emotions that arise from your feeling particularly
attached or separated from a person or a thing. The core
practices of compassion and kindness, beliefs at the core of
every major religious belief system, are founded on the deep
Buddhist belief that every sentient being wants to be happy and
wants to avoid suffering.
Some may be hesitant to explore these Buddhist philosophies
for fear that they would conflict with personal religious beliefs,
thus causing personal harm. This fear is mitigated when one
realizes that Buddhism is not a proselytizing religion. Buddhists
are not out looking for converts. People like the Dalai Lama
and Thich Nhat Hanh stress that the practices at the heart of
Buddhism, the ones that could bring the most benefit to the
non-Buddhists who practice them, are easily separated from
the religious underpinnings. The core practices build on the
relationships that humans have had with each other before the
dawn of any religion and their application in daily life poses
no risk to the continued practice of one’s traditional religious
upbringing.
Applying the practices of mindfulness and the companion
philosophies noted above not only provides you, immediately,
with more effective ways of dealing with the stresses of medical

life but continued practice results in increased mental discipline.
Training of the mind to be more compassionate, to look at
problems from many different angles, to learn to see an issue
from the other person’s point of view, all contribute to a more
ordered and calm personal life and certainly a more effective,
efficient, and less fractious professional career. The effort
expended pays impressive dividends.
Having dedicated a great portion of my life to learning and
practicing medicine and surgery I remain in the game to assist
the next generation of physicians in avoiding some of the
mistakes my generation made and to give hope that, in these
times of great upheavals in healthcare, there is a foundation of
caring and understanding that is unrivaled by other life pursuits.
I am now long past being able to offer substantive guidance
on the specifics of clinical practice. However, if my journey
toward mindfulness offers other physicians a path toward
more enlightened practice of medicine and more wholesome
relationships with family and friends, I will consider that my
continuing contribution to a profession that has given me so
much.
I am readily available to all whose sense of inquisitiveness
has been piqued by these few paragraphs. Please feel free to
connect me through email-Bonelogic55@gmail- or by phone/
text 360.990.1509
If you’d like to delve more deeply consider starting with these
books that I have found so helpful“The Compassionate Life” and “The Art of Happiness” by the
Dalai Lama
“Peace is in Every Step” by Thich Nhat Hanh

The Medical Society Celebrates 5 Years of Providing
Wellness Events for our Members!! Outings have included:
Cycling, Physician Wellness with Do No Harm, Bloedel Reserve
Healing Walks, Trapeze & Traditional Yoga, Skiing, Hiking and
Kayaking. Please stay tuned for 2021 outings!
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What Role Does Representation Play
in Medicine?
Written by: Sonali Sharma

Growing up in our progressive
community, I frequently saw women
in professional fields. Given my father’s
profession, I mostly witnessed this
representation in healthcare. However, I
didn’t realize that women in white coats
had been rare in the past.
Honoring women physicians in our
community is important to me, as
representation in all forms matters.
Sonali Sharma
By questioning what representation
in medicine truly means, I wanted to hear the perspectives of
women physicians in Kitsap County. I learned from them what it
means to be a physician, about obstacles they had to overcome,
and the challenges women face in balancing motherhood and
their career. Through the survey I created, women physicians
shared their unique journeys through medicine, providing
numerous representative models.
It’s now acceptable for women to work in every field, but
what does it mean for a woman to be in medicine? Survey
respondents expressed their views on why women physicians
are important: Dr. Jillian Worth--in family medicine--explained
that empathy is an important characteristic many female
physicians bring to their practice. Dr. Sirisha Jain, an oncologist,
placed empathy within the larger context of diversity in
medicine, highlighting awareness of cultural, ethnic, or gender
differences around patient care. This led me to question in
general the problem of representation in medicine. As diversity
improves, how can the medical community as a whole improve
patient-doctor relationships?
As minorities in the field of medicine, women described some of
the obstacles they encountered. I found particularly interesting
what retired physicians had to say, as they have seen more
women go into medicine over time. Dr. Sue Reimer, a former
pediatrician, explained how the skepticism about women she
encountered in medical school in 1973 made her feel that she
needed to excel not just for herself, but for other women. Dr.
Willa Fisher, who formerly worked locally
in public health, said when she went to
medical school, female students were rare,
and her medical school boasted the highest
percentage of women medical students-only 10%. Today, women make up more
than half the seats in medical school.
For women in all careers, the balance of
motherhood and work is a chief concern.
While medicine is particularly demanding,
most of the responses found common
ground. Dr. Lineberry, who specializes in
8.

diagnostic
radiology,
worked parttime when her
children were
younger and
emphasized
that a helpful
community
makes this
balance
possible.
Dr. Robbins,
a general
surgeon, and
many other
respondents
believe that
being a mother helped them become better doctors and
influenced their overall approach to care. Dr. Robbins also
credited the support she received from her husband, who
shared traditional “women’s” duties to help maintain a balance
between career and family.
Medicine should be open to all types of people. Along with
representation come tolerance and new perspectives, improving
the quality of patient-doctor relationships. The importance
of diversity in medicine cannot be understated, and I am
committed to raising awareness of how representation can
impact patient care as well as patient outcome.
My thanks to all of the women who generously shared their
experiences with me, anonymous or not. Due to the number
of responses, I could only share some highlights, but I am
passionate about continuing this project. To read more about
some of the women doctors who participated, please visit
www.sonalisharma.squarespace.com.

Dr. Sue Reimer

Dr. Sirisha Jain

Greg Fleischhauer, MD, retires

Kitsap County General Surgeon/Wound Care Medical Director and
KCMS Member for 35 years!

Greg Fleischhauer will be deeply missed as
he retires in mid-November. Board certified
in general surgery, Greg practiced on the
Peninsula for 33 years. For the past three
years, Greg served as the Medical Director
of Harrison Wound Care and Hyperbaric
Medicine, now part of CHI Franciscan and
St. Michael Medical Center. Most of us can’t
remember professional life without him, and
if there was golf involved, Greg was there!

Greg received his medical degree from the University of Illinois
and completed his residency at the University of Illinois St. Francis
Medical Center. He came out to practice on the Peninsula, joining
Kitsap County Medical Society in 1985.
“It’s always been my honor to be a part of this medical society,” Greg
says. “I sure have been blessed. I’ve had a lot of surgeries myself with
this wonderful group of doctors, and I’ve always been very satisfied!”

Left to Right Drs. Marc Suffis, Greg Fleischhauer, Glen Carlson
& Glen Hilborn

Greg and friends at the KCMS Bagger Vance 2020 Golf Classic

A super avid golfer, grandpa, cyclist and home brewer, Greg plans
to spend time with his four children and seven grandchildren and
“do all the fun things grandparents get to do”—and perhaps brew
a bit of his favorite:
Scotch ale.

Thank You Greg and
Carol for your KCMS
membership and support
for all of theses years!
We’d also like to thank
you for your help with
the Foundation and our
10 + year mission with
the prevention with
Childhood Obesity. We
value and respect you
and wish you all the best
in your next chapter!

Kristan & Tara Guenterberg and Carol & Greg Fleischhauer at a KCMS Fire & Ice Gala

Musings on Wound Care and HBO Medicine
By Daniel Soetaert, DO
Medical Director, Franciscan Wound Care and Hyperbaric Medicine at St. Michael, Bremerton

What attracted me to wound care
and HBO medicine was the realization
that knowledge of proper care for
complex wounds is relatively limited.
Certainly Wound Care/HBO Medicine
is a specialty in medicine which, when
learned and done well, can make
tremendous impacts on improving
overall quality of life even in our
most medically complex patients. It
has been a pleasure getting to know
our patients, and their loved ones, as
we work together in hopes of better
healing, and if that is not realistic, to work towards improving
overall quality of life as each individual patient helps to define
that for them.

Throughout the practice of medicine, one of the main things that
highlights the reason we do what we do is the focus on quality
over quantity, specifically in the lives of our patients. Optimizing
overall quality of life for patients and their loved ones is so
much more than wound dressing changes, office procedures or
decreasing pain. It is having a good, honest conversation about
life. It is seeing the patient smile, or even laugh from time to time
(the more, the better). It is lovingly, gently, whenever possible,
helping the patient and their loved ones, at least for a moment,
divert their focus from what is ‘wrong’ to what is ‘beautiful’ in their
lives, in this world we all are fortunate to be a part of, together.
Daniel Soetaert, DO, FAAPMR, CWSP, is board certified in Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation and specializes in wound care
and rehabilitation medicine. For patient consult or referral to
Franciscan Wound Care and Hyperbaric Medicine at St. Michael,
please call (360)744-2170.
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~ No Wine’ing!!! ~
Vino Suggestions from KCMS
Members and Supporters for your
Covid-Friendly Home Wine Tour!

Please Travel from Room to Room
Responsibly!

😊🍷

Laurie and Pankaj Sharma, MD ~
Retired from Digestive Disease and
Endoscopy Center

• Red wine: Leonetti from Walla Walla
• White wine: Starmont Chardonnay
from Napa Valley

• Chardonnay by Rombauer
• Blue Eyed Boy by Sarah Marquis &
Molly Docker Wines from Australia

Sukhdeep Dhaliwal, MD, DDS ~
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon with
OMS

Drs. Mike & Leslie Waldman ~
Family Medicine with FMG

Carol & Steffan Tolles, MD – Family
Medicine with Silverdale Primary
Care

Michele Ludwig ~ KCMS
Foundation Volunteer

Seth Bricel, MD ~ Glaucoma,
cataract & comprehensive
ophthalmology at Achieve Eye &
Laser Specialist

Drs. Ron & Sue Reimer ~ Retired
Oncologist with FMG & Pediatrician
with Kitsap Children’s Clinic

• Silver Oak – Alexander Valley
• Domaine Serene – Aspect

• White: Chimney Rock-Elevage Blanc
• Red: Fontanella-Old World Zinfandel

• Ghost Pines 2012 Zinfandel
(Sonoma and San Joaquin)
Alchemy Cuvee 2017 Pinot Noir
(Willamette Valley)
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Dr. George Berni ~ Vascular
Surgery with FMG
And his wife Gretchen Berni, ARNP
~ Cardiology with FMG

• Any Syrah from Cayuse Vineyards or
Reynvaan Family Vineyards
The Funk Syrah – Saviah Cellars

• Morellino di Scansano ~ Tuscany
Red Blend
And…any wine I’m enjoying with
friends, especially if also getting a
pedicure

• 2009 Walla Walla Vintner Cabernet
• Any Argentia Malbec from the
Mendoza Valley and Walla Walla
Chardonnay

Karen Olch & Dr. Christopher Olch
~ Retired Orthopedic Surgeon with
the Doctors Clinic
• Belle Glos Pinot Noir
• Rombauer Zinfandel

Dr. Brian Wicks~ Retired
Orthopedic Surgeon with the
Doctors Clinic

• Tamarack Cellars- Firehouse Red ~
The couple who started the winery
lived in Silverdale and she is an
Ophthalmologist.
• Ruffino Reserva Ducale Chianti
Classico ~ We first drank this wine at
an Italian restaurant in the Boston
North End. Then we saw it was Tony
Soprano’s favorite.

Dale Holdren, MD ~
Ophthalmologist with Kitsap Eye
Physicians
& Rose Holdren. DDS ~ Dentist
with Rose Holdren Family Dentistry
• Mosquito Fleet – Cabernet
Sauvignon & their favorite “wine” of
all time...Lagavulin Scotch!

Pam and Doug Jennings, MD ~
Anesthesiologist with Olympic
Anesthesia

• Benson Vineyards – Encore, Lake
Chelan ~ Doug & Pam make a trip to
Chelan every summer and love the
Benson tasting room!
• Roxy Ann Winery – Claret, Rogue
Valley ~ Doug grew up across the
street from Roxy Ann. He worked in
the pear orchards as a kid.

Caron and Dr. Gordon Cromwell ~
Retired Orthopedic Surgeon

Rebecca Carlson, KCMS Executive
Director

Glen Carlson, MD ~ Emergency
Physician with WSEP

Emily Macdonald, DO ~
Pediatrician with Sound Pediatrics

• Caron favors anything from Figgins
in Walla Walla and Gordon enjoys
Abeja also a Walla Walla winery!

• Grand Ciel Syrah, D2 and Doyenne
Aix from DeLille Cellars

• Bogle Phantom (my husband
proposed to me on this winemaker’s
Cab)
Any wine…while wine tasting with
friends and family! Black Love by
Mark Ryan is a new favorite!

• Cloudline Pinot Noir ~ Kirkland
Signature Malbec ~ Decoy Cabernet
~ DeLille Cellars Four Flags Red and
Duckhorn Cab
• Emily is a Red Wine Gal & once met
the band members of UB40 “Red,
Red Wine” on a flight, when they
were admiring her children!

Movie Recommendations for your Covid-Friendly Wine Tasting Tour!
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WSMA House of Delegates Summary
Written by Chris Johnson, MD, KCMS/WSMA Delegate

Dr. Steffan Tolles, KCMS Delegate attending
the WSMA Virtual HOD in Grand Style!
BTW…Camera was off during the meeting!

This past September along Dr.
Steffan Tolles and I attended
the WSMA House of Delegates
virtual meeting as one of your
Kitsap WSMA Delegates. The
meeting would normally have
been held in Spokane, but due to
the Coronavirus it was performed
using software borrowed from
the Presbyterian Church. This
allowed hundreds of participants
to comment and to vote, all while
seeing the text of the proposals
to discuss, via our home or office
computers.

The meeting included time to mention departed physicians in the
state, a presentation by the president of the AMA, and a discussion by
our new President, local ED provider Nathan Schlicher, MD JD.
There were two “reference committee” meetings-B and C. The final
results (after changes at the meetings) can be approved, referred to
the executive committee, or rejected.
Typically, the resolutions include a fair amount of content related to
current political issues (racism, gun safety) as well as resolutions to
support non-corporate and minority or woman-owned practices.
Perhaps more pragmatic resolutions include recognition of the
Society of Hospital medicine, improvements in the Peer Review
process by Insurance carriers, expanded use of blood donations by
gay men, support of the expanded use of telemedicine services, and
more use of Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP).

Kitsap Providers attending the WSMA 2019 HOD

Here are the results. (A)=adopted, (AA)-adopted as amended-rejected
or referred proposals are not included.
B-2 Advancing Gender Equity in Medicine: (A) That the AMA
encourages study of gender differences, support work-life balance,
eliminate pay disparities, improve academic gender parity, and
provide training as such.
B-3 Latinx section at WSMA (A)-physician section creation to advocate
for health equity for Latinx physicians
B-4 Protecting Emergency Reproductive Health Care Services in
Religiously Affiliated Health Care Entities: (A) In urgent situations
supporting HC provider’s use of clinical judgment to provide
appropriate care, without fear of penalty
B-5 Support Equal Employment of PA’s (A): educate about implications
of the physician assistant modernization act (HB 2378, 2019)
B-6 Improving OB Care in Rural Communities (AA): support training
programs for rural OB providers and CME

Here For Our Neighbors
For over 100 years, we’ve helped our neighbors grow
their practices, finance their homes, and send their
children to college. Let us help you achieve your
financial dreams!
Proud Sponsor of Kitsap County Medical Society.

B-8 Diversity and inclusion in the Field of Medicine in WA State: (AA):
review demographic data in WSMA re: ethnicity and also advocate
funding to support underrepresented minorities in medical schools
and help to recruit minority faculty. Schools and residencies to report
this data.
B-9 Racism as a Public Health Crisis (AA) in place of B-1: WSMA will
work to dismantle racist and discriminatory practices, work with
organizations to promote health equity, educational opportunities
for members
B-10 Recognize the Society of Hospital Medicine (AA): a society for
hospitalists
B-12 Social determinants of Health (AA): explore mechanisms to
address health care disparities in WA

#causegood

Rich Martinez, Senior Vice President | 360.876.7834
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B-13 Reducing Racism and Discrimination in Law Enforcement
(AA): basically advocates for practices that reduce excessive force
in policing

Family Medicine Residency. It Takes a Village!

C-10 Improving Reproductive Healthcare Access Through OTC Oral
Contraceptive Pills (A)

C-11 Ending Child Marriage in WA State (A): minimal marriage age of
Written by, Dr. Neel Chheda, Post Graduate Year Two
18 years
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine training in Family Medicine with Obstetrics
KCMS Board Members & Delegates Drs. Melody Bronold, Steffan Tolles, Raj Misra and Chris Johnson

Thank you to the community and
B-14 Medication Prior Authorization-Peer
to Peer (A):
KCMS for supporting
thesupporting
Northwest
electronic approval of prescription
requests
and
elimination
of failFamily Medicine Residency program.
first protocols from prior auth
process,
and
in
case
of
denial
insurer
We are almost 5 months into year two
is to provide a response to the
provider
within 24-48
hrs.
Appealclass
to
and
busy integrating
the
second
be reviewed by a physician trained
the field, In
and
that
of newinresidents.
the
fall,insurance
we will be
interviewing
candidates
forinthe
companies review formularies
regularly with
physicians
thethird
field
class and look forward to becoming a
B-16 Investigating Systemic Bias
in Reimbursement
(AA): directs
the
full program
with 24 residents
by next
We are all very
excitedand
for each
OIC to study systemic bias inyear.
reimbursement
of minority
women
to join our program. Not
owned practices and report new
to theresident
legislature
only will there be more bright-eyed
interns to
take Saturday
obstetrics
B-17 Related to Death Investigation
in Washington
State:
WSMA call,
but they will
amplify
and
extend the much-needed
health
advocate
to abolish
the
coroner/prosecutor
systems: very
longcare
our
program
seeks
to
provide
to
this
community.
resolution to create a State medical examiner system with regional
and district offices.
It’s clear that one of our faculty’s top priorities is to integrate
us throughout
this community
becauseTechniques
they know(AA):
that this
B-19
Scope of Practice
for Manipulative
type of holistic, informed care will have longer lasting, more
supporting manipulative techniques for purposes other than
net positive impacts on the health and social fabric of Kitsap
chiropractic.
“…spinal
manipulation
within
the scope
of this
County. In one
short year,
I have hadisthe
privilege
of seeing
appropriately
trained
physicians”
philosophy of care in action and have witnessed real results.
For example, at one of my community medicine experiences at
Reference
CommitteeTreatment
C:
Cascadia Addiction
Center, I met an individual who
was a patient of our clinic. He was having difficu y obtaining
C-8 Ending Limitations on Blood Donations by Men who have Sex
treatment for his heroin addiction and was unaware of our
with
Men (AA):
support
for donations
according
scientificallymedication
assisted
treatment
program.
Our to
fateful
meeting
based
periodshim in with the right provider and get him
helpeddeferral
me connect
the treatment he needed. What resonated with me was him
C-9
Expanding
Use of Pre-Exposure
Prophylaxis
to Reduce
HIVthe
saying,
“I was planning
on killing myself
tonight
because
Infection
(AA):
supporting
use
of
PrEP
for
free
or
at
reduced
cost and
pain is so bad and nobody cared to help.”
support educational programs

Boat Engine Repair Specialists
(360)

792-BOAT
(2628)

4911-B Hwy 303, East Bremerton

www.aquatechboats.com

Engine & Trailer SERVICE
New Motor & Parts SALES
Shrinkwrapping & Boat STORAGE
Kitsap's “Premier” Level Repair Center
and Certified Dealer for Mercury and
MerCruiser Products

C-12 Formation of a National Bureau for Firearm Injury Prevention
(A)-to lead a long-term campaign to reduce firearm injury/death
Through
program,
have also
had the
of becoming
based
on this
proven
public Ihealth
research
andprivilege
practices-and
propose
the
primary
physician
for
an
entire
family;
provided
care to
this at the AMA
multiple pregnant patients throughout their pre-natal visits, labor
and delivery,
and
later Health
with their
and
emotional
C-13
Improving
Mental
andphysical
Addiction
Care
Parity for struggles
through
motherhood;
and
I
have
had
the
opportunity
Washingtonians through Legislating Insurance Company to provide
continuous care for a clinic patient when she was admitted to
Compliance, Monitoring and Enforcement (A): use of crisis centers
the ER and had to undergo an urgent surgical procedure. These
and
phone triage
and compels
carriers tobase
demonstrate
parity of what
experiences
are forming
a knowledge
and awareness
individuals and their families are going through as they navigate
C-14 Smart Guns and Office of Firearm Violence Prevention (A):
through a complex medical system full of restrictions, prior
develop
proposals
togaps
incentivize
authorizations,
and
in care.sellers to offer Smart Guns for sale

C-15
Broaden
theintegrated
Mandate ofhealth
the State
forwith
Firearm
Violence
Having
such an
careOffice
system
providers
Prevention
(A):
more
funding
for
that
office
for
research
and
create a
who have risen to the challenge of training the next generation
program
that
uses
media
for
education
of doctors has allowed us to participate in the care of patients
in a variety of settings which creates a health care partnership
C-16
Ensuring Telemedicine
services
patients in nursing
homes
not everybody
has the privilege
of for
experiencing.
Although
and
Care (A) medicine and working to master complex
I amLT
practicing
pathophysiology and biological functions, I often find th t
C-18
Transparency
in Health
Coststhat
(AA):requires
require insurers
to
my role
has an even
deeperCare
purpose
a nuanced
publish
list of negotiated
and contract
reimbursement
rates for the
understanding
of my patient’s
psychology.
This is something
I
top
20 fully
E andappreciate
M codes byasvolume
andstudent
dollar value
didn’t
a medical
or residency applicant
and is surely one of the most difficult asp ts of this job. After
C-20
Eliminating
Barrierssocio-economic
to Telemedicinechallenges
Participation
by Medical
factoring
in the many
Kitsap
County
Students
telemedicine
as a core competency
medical and PA
faces, the(AA):
depth
of family medicine
can become for
overwhelming.
Fortunately,
mentors
that have
agreed
to teach us
arts
students,
andthe
eliminate
barriers
for use
of telemedicine
intheir
curricular
of practicing
medicine
make
each difficult
and
extra-curricular
service
learning
projects sit tion manageable
and enjoyable while providing an education that will accompany
us throughout our careers. On behalf of my colleagues, I apologize
for each new gray hair and cortisol spike that we have caused. We
thank you all for the kindness, support, and friendship you have all
shown us in this corner of the country that we call home.

Kitsap General
Surgery is excited
to introduce their
newest provider
Dr. & Consulting
Tax Compliance,
Planning
Hannah
Robbins!
Accounting
& Payroll

Business
Consulting
Please help us&inFinancial
Welcoming Hannah
and her family to
Kitsap County and the Kitsap County Medical Society!”

3473 NW Lowell Street, Silverdale, WA 98383
(360) 692-1040 • gintzwarner.com
Thank you to Frank Warner & Chris Gintz for being the
accountants to the Kitsap County Medical Society
for the past thirty years!
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St. Michael Medical Center is Building the
Hospital of Tomorrow, Today.
the Puget Sound region,
the new $500,000 million
hospital will serve and
care for the community for
generations to come.

St. Michael Medical Center (SMMC), previously known as Harrison
Medical Center, is expanding it’s Silverdale facility and increasing
access to high-quality, safe care in the Kitsap community. The
500,000 square-foot addition will be among the safest and most
energy-efficient hospitals in the nation. On December 12 all
services currently delivered at the Bremerton facility will be moved
and consolidated at the expanded Silverdale campus, creating a
single full-service, state-of-the-art medical center.
The Kitsap Peninsula has long been a beacon of strength,
resilience and compassion. In 1918, in response to the Spanish
flu pandemic, the hospital was founded in order to provide care
to the community. Now, more than 100 years later amid another
pandemic, St. Michael Medical Center will open it’s doors to serve
and heal our community. Part of CHI Franciscan’s health system
of 10 hospitals and over 230 primary and specialty care clinics in

ThankYouKitsapOB/GYN
foryourcontinuedAnnual
GivingSponsorshipwithKCMS!

St. Michael will continue
its award-winning
care that has been
consistently recognized
by several national ratings
organizations for superior
patient outcomes: “A” grade
from the Leapfrog Group,
top 10% in the nation for
cardiac surgery — deemed one of America’s 50 best hospitals for
cardiac care, and several five-star ratings in numerous procedures
by Healthgrades.
Designed by architect NBBJ, the new hospital takes advantage of
its surrounding natural environment with the hospital becoming
integral to the sloping hillside connecting the contours of the
landscape from the top of a forest group down to Dyes Inlet. There
are unparalleled views from all patient rooms and public locations
that contribute to the therapeutic environment. In early 2021, the
Cancer Center and Medical Pavilion will open on the campus.
• St. Michael Medical Center at a Glance 248 beds, including
144 new critical and acute beds. All patient rooms are private
with serene views of the Olympic Mountains, Dyes Inlet, or both.
• Level III Trauma Center with 58-bay emergency department,
including two trauma rooms, a decontamination location, and
fast-track.
• Shared imaging services between outpatient, in-patient and
ED include 2 MRIs, 3 CTs, and numerous modalities in 16 other
imaging rooms
• Nine new operating rooms, including two robotic rooms and
three cardiovascular rooms and one hybrid.
• Expanded stroke and heart care with four heart
catheterization/electrophysical suites, and new heart and
imaging systems.

Delivering Quality Women’s Care for Over 40 Years!
9750 Levin Road NW Silverdale, WA 98383
O: (360) 307-7202 www.kitsapobgyn.com
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• Special entrance and registration for surgical and interventional
services
• Gift shop, chapel, coffee shop, respite areas, abundant parking,
beautifully appointed spaces
• Modern cafeteria overlooking the healing gardens
• Level II Special Care Nursery and Birth Center
• Ecologically and efficiently designed, drastically reducing
energy and water use, reducing greenhouse gases and saving
millions of gallons of drinking water per year.
• Scenic and well-trekked Clear Creek Train runs through the
grounds of the hospital, providing a respite for guests and staff
to walk, exercise and connect with the community.
• Healing garden with calming water feature designed to restore
the body, mind and spirit.
• Abundant parking.
In December clinical support services will be ramped up in
Silverdale and on December 12 all inpatients located at St. Michael’s
Bremerton location will be transferred — bed-to-bed — to the new
Silverdale facility. The hospital is working closely with Central Kitsap
Fire and Rescue and Olympic Ambulance Services to coordinate
transporting patients to the new hospital. It might look like an
“ambulance parade” as patients are carefully moved to the new
hospital.
The Bremerton emergency department, which will remain open
until the new urgent care center in Bremerton is open, will convert
to a smaller, less acute emergency service. The Silverdale facility will
be come St. Michael’s Level III Trauma Center.
“For the last two years extensive planning and attention to every
detail has been underway from all levels of the organization
— including physicians, providers and staff — to prepare the
workforce to practice in the new hospital,” said Ronald Goodnough,
RN, Program Manager of Clinical Design for CHI Franciscan. “Clinical
groups have designed new care processes and workflows. Logistic
specialists have planned the patient move, the staff move, and
physical move of equipment and supplies. Hospital educators
have created associated orientation and training offerings
delivered through immersive learning, tours, online education, and
equipment training and demonstration.”
Knowledge transfer was designed as a layered approach. An online
orientation presentation is required of all staff and offered to all
medical staff as well. The sixth floor inpatient unit is currently
setup as a learning laboratory where staff complete a self-directed
scavenger hunt, receive training on the new GE physiological
monitors and other equipment, and learn about the contemporary
features of the patient room and unit. Volunteer docents are
currently conducting hospital-wide staff orientation tours. Tours
specifically for medical staff are offered. Specialty services such as
the operating room have designed their own additional orientation
and training program that providers as well as staff will attend.
If you are interested in a tour or want learn more about other
training and events associated with the Silverdale expansion
and consolidation, please contact the St. Michael Medical Center
Medical Staff office.

Please help us Welcome Seth and his
wife Sarah Beth to the Medical Society!
Seth Bricel, M.D.
Cataract / Glaucoma

Dr. Seth Bricel is our newest
board certified, fellowshiptrained ophthalmologist. He
specializes in helping patients
with cataracts and glaucoma,
providing medical, laser, and
surgical treatments.

3260 NW Mount Vintage Way Silverdale, WA 98383
Phone (360) 698-9500 • Fax (360) 698-9900
www.AchieveEye.com
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Reflections of My Journey with Medicine
by Dr. Pankaj Sharma

When Socrates suggested “A life not
examined is not worth living”, he probably
did not know that this would put into
practice by many…as I am doing now
for the Kitsap County Medical Society
“Communique”.
I was born in Calcutta, India. We were a
family of six, living together in one room.
Every day, water had to be carried up four
stories to our home. My parents raised us
within their modest means; the greatest
gift they gave us was education. I have come a long way.
After finishing primary school, I lived with grandparents in Gwalior,
close to Agra, home of the Taj Mahal. Following the lead of my
physician uncle, aunt and grandfather, I was inspired to choose my
career as a physician. Little did I know I would be writing this, here in
Kitsap County.
In December 1971, with Medical School behind me, I completed
my internship and residency. During these years, I had to rely on
my clinical skills, as there was little or no technology accessible to
my practice of medicine. I distinctly remember standing behind
a lead curtain, activating a X ray machine to check the lungs of a
patient with Tuberculosis. The handwritten X ray report included a
stamped outline of the lungs. I recall prescribing antacid drips to be
administered through rubber tubes placed through the nose into the
stomach – for the treatment of ulcers. I relied on learned knowledge,
history taking and physical examination to arrive at a diagnosis. These
foundational experiences were invaluable and helped me care for
patients through my life.
In December of 1973, I migrated to Canada. My first time away from
India, from the 75-80 degree winter temperature of New Delhi, to
the deep freeze of and my first sight of snow in Manitoba. I walked
into the frozen tundra in flat and smooth soled leather shoes. I don’t
think I felt my feet for a few days. Within a week, I moved to Northern
Manitoba, Canada to work in the Manitoba hydro camp. This is where
I studied for my US medical board exams in what ‘free time’ I had.
After my exams I completed another internship in Ontario, Canada.
In June of 1976, I arrived in the United States with two suitcases
and in my pocket the number of a friend-of-a friend. After traveling
between Houston and New York, I ended up in Chicago for residency
training in Internal Medicine. Training in Chicago was both grueling
and exciting. This was my first experience using ANY technology in
the practice of medicine.
As a board certified Internal Medicine physician, the next chapter
of my life and career was a fantastic opportunity to work at Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Center/University of Washington. Here I was
a Gastroenterology Fellow, mentored by Dr. George McDonald,
and Nobel Laureate E. Donell Thomas. They taught me the science,
philosophy and humanity of medicine. I would describe their
teaching by quoting a line from Fugitive Pieces: ”The true value
16.

of knowledge, is that it makes your ignorance more precise”. In
medicine, as in any field, there is always more to know; we should
seek from those who know more. This is in keeping with the best
interest of our patients. Our ego and emotions are best left behind.
After completing my Gastroenterology Fellowship, I moved to
Bremerton – the year was 1982. Kitsap county was all green – the mall
was not built. Harrison Hospital was much smaller and the pioneering
physicians of Harrison Hospital were still in practice. I was among the
arrivals of the new “Sub-Specialists”. I have witnessed great advances
in the field of medicine including here in Kitsap county. Despite such
advances, the human and professional interaction between the
patient, nursing staff, the technicians and the physicians remains to
me the best and most important part.
Finally, I wish to thank the Kitsap community at large for welcoming
me with open arms and embracing me all these years. Growing up,
I did not even have a vision of coming to America, I did not know
Washington state or Kitsap county. Silverdale is home. My wife Laurie
and I met here, my children both born and raised here.
2020 will be memorable to all for many reasons. I will add
retirement from medical practice to my 2020 list. After 38 years in
Gastroenterology in Kitsap county, it is time for me to retire. I will
enjoy my time with Laurie, my daughters Sarah and Sonali as they
grow and establish themselves. I have been reading, walking with
Hogan (our Australian Shepherd), sitting by my wife and watching
the sunset.
I am confident that EVERYONE at Digestive Health Consultants and
Digestive Disease and Endoscopy Center will continue to provide
excellent, current, empathetic and humanistic care for years to come.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all those who worked and
interacted with me all these years. I truly look forward to connecting
with all my friends and colleagues in the years to come and I will
continue to serve our community as much as I can.

Toss these words up in the air: physician’s physician, philanthropist, community activist, humorist, spontaneous orator, political commentator,
businessman, philosopher, polemic, son, brother, husband, father, kind, everybody’s friend - they will come down and spell “Pankaj Sharma”. There is
so much more that could be said about Pankaj. I have met many people (personally and professionally) over the last 11 years that have something to
say about Pankaj, including hundreds of his patients. They all say “Pankaj is a good man”. Cheers to you Pankaj!
- Dr. Naren Siddaiah

Thank you Dr. Sharma for establishing
Digestive Health Consultants and serving the
peninsula for 38 years. You will be missed! Dr. Rishabh Gulati

Pankaj is a pioneer and visionary in the
Kitsap medical community. His personal
efforts and contributions will continue
to leave an everlasting impression. I am
very blessed to have served with him
for almost 30 years in this wonderful
community. I especially cherish our
travels and other family and social
activities - Dr. Yuen San Yee
Pankaj Leaves big shoes to fill and
frankly, I do not think any one of us
can, we can only try. He is a people’s
person, a leader, a mentor and a
visionary. Congratulations Pankaj,
You are celebrated and loved! - Dr.
Abimbola Adike

Thank you Dr. Sharma for all that you
have done for the community and
thank you for the opportunity to carry
on your legacy! - Dr. Yana Parker

On behalf of the Kitsap County Medical Society, we wish to thank Dr.
Sharma from the bottom of our hearts for his dedication and passion
while serving on the KCMS Board and as a member for many years.
Pankaj was instrumental with encouraging new providers to join the
Medical Society and played a significant role with one or more of our
community programs and charitable giving. On a personal note, it
was always a pleasure working with him. The unforgettable luau’s at
his home and his courage and talents on stage at KCMS ran events!
Forever a “Prince” to me. We love you Dr. Sharma! Best Wishes in
Retirement!
– Rebecca Carlson, KCMS Executive Director

Digestive Health Consultants is Honored to
Announce their Newest
Partners…
Dr. Rishabh Gulati and Dr.
Yana Parker

3261 NW Mount Vintage Way Unit 221,
Silverdale, WA 98383
Accepting New Patients: 360.479.1952

www.ddecenter.com
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KCMS “Bagger Vance” Golf Classic Post Event Comments

Dear Rebecca,
I wanted to text you the next day following the event, but I decided I would
let you rest a bit! I want to say THANK YOU for everything you and KCMS
did to make the event happen! Elizabeth and I thought it was outstanding
and so special. Everyone seemed to have a great time. In fact, one of the
golfers’ wives texted me to tell me her husband said that it was the best golf
tournament he’d ever been in! Elizabeth and I read all the comments on the
board you had everyone sign, and it was just so special and heart-warming
that I couldn’t help but get emotional over all the comments. I really want
to thank you for that special touch in particular, it means so much.
~ Hugs, Elaine Cook

Rebecca,
Just have 3 things to mention to you about Friday’s golf tournament.
Thank-you, thank-you, thank-you.
I’m sure in normal times it is incredibly time consuming with all the details
to put on such an event, but in these Covid times, I know the efforts had
to be magnified exponentially. I’m sorry I did not get to you personally to
praise your efforts.
It was a wonderful time and really did enjoy dressing up.
Thanks to all the sponsors, some really got into it with 20’s theme dress.
Too cool.
~ Stay safe and healthy, Marc Suffis

Hi Rebecca & KCMS,
Just wanted to thank you for your efforts that made the tournament such a
fun time. Please thank all the volunteers and sponsors for us, too! Ann came
home excited about the fun time she and the others had helping out at one
of your themed holes. Thank you! ~ Dave Tullis

For KCMS and Rebecca Carlson:
My compliments to you and your team for arranging the first KCMS Bagger
Vance Roaring 20s Golf Classic honoring our friend and golfing partner Dr.
Mike Cook (‘Cookie’ to many of us). You had quite a challenge just to get
sponsors lined up and everything in place in a normal event planning situation, but things became infinitely more complicated with the Covid virus
and all that uncertainty. Well done! We really looked forward to playing in
the event and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Thank you for your dedication, planning, energy, patience, and tenacity to make this happen.
~ Gary Shields (A member of Hilborn’s ‘Crazy Winter Golfers Tour,’ of which
Mike was a founding member)

Dear KCMS,
Oh my goodness what a fun day!!!
Rebecca you are amazing. How in the world you put together a program of
this magnitude with all the covid restraints & changes was nothing short of
miraculous!!! Kudos to you Rebecca. Absolutely stellar job. Mike Cook & All
of us are so appreciative of your hard work. Thank you for honoring Cookie
this way. ~ Dr. Glen Hilborn (ODH)
Hey Rebecca. Just wanted to send you a short note to say how much we all
appreciated the hard work that went into that great tournament. All the
volunteers and you gave of your time to make things very special. We had a
great time. ~ Greg Fleischhauer
We had such a blast helping with this event at one of your fun holes. It really
was moving to hear stories and memories from the golfers that day about
Dr. Cook.
Warmly, Jennifer Strong

I think all had a great time at the golf event. Thank you for all of the hard
work.
Rocky Wurden
I want to say thank YOU! for all you and KCMSF did to pull off an amazing
event. My sons team said this was the best tournament they’ve played in.
Being able to play the Olympic Course was a huge deal! Most Tournaments
are played on the Cascade. We all thought the sponsors, volunteers and
players were first class and made the day fun and classy. Great prizes too.
Nothing but wonderful comments from everyone I talked to. Congrats!
Pencil is in for next year.
~ Rhonda Brown

SAVE THE DATE! FRIDAY JUNE 25TH
KCMS “AROUND THE WORLD IN 18 HOLES” GOLF CLASSIC!
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Family Medicine Residency First Graduating
Class Celebration Coming June 2021!
Written by Jacob Van Fleet, MD

Coming June 2021, the Northwest Washington Family
Medicine Residency program will finally graduate its
inaugural class of residents. Over the years, the residents
have had the opportunity to touch many lives in the
community; from patients to educators, to collaborating
healthcare personnel and neighbors, Kitsap County
has graciously accepted us to share the beautiful area
we call home. We feel honored with every smile, every
laugh, and every tear that we have shared. It has been
quite the journey, with thousands of hours of work in the
hospitals and clinics. Our involvement has not stopped
there, however, stretching to many of the local community
organizations and events, such as The Salvation Army, the
Marvin Williams’ Recreation Center, The Coffee Oasis, Kitsap
Pride Festival and even some of us performing and starring in a
Medical Society video to celebrate their 85th Year!
As we are preparing to spread our wings and leave the nest of
medical training and enter the world as full-fledged, independent
practitioners, we are asking for support in funding our graduation

Northwest Family Medicine Residents and Staff

ceremony and celebration. We are planning to have a formal
ceremony in June with a tentative dinner celebration on Saturday,
June, 26, 2021, pending limitations due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Admission is planned to be available to members
of the community. We ask that all donations are made to the
Kitsap County Medical Society and earmarked for the First FM
Graduation Class. Donations can be mailed to: KCMS ~ PO BOX 490
~ Silverdale, WA 98383. All contributors will be recognized on a
large sign at the graduation. We wish everyone peace and safety
in these difficult times and thank you for your support!

In honor of our retired providers we share our gratitude for your years of excellent care,
commitment and your support with the Kitsap County Medical Society.
Best Wishes to all of you in the next chapter of your lives!
Timothy Dahlgren, MD
Emergency Medicine

Mark Gunion, MD
Anesthesia

Randall Moeller, MD
Urology

James Bates, MD
Internal Medicine

Gary Greene, MD
Anesthesia Remove Dr. Greene

Hedim Ramirez, MD
Anesthesia

Chad Hutchinson, MD
Anesthesia

Pankaj Sharma, MD
Gastroenterology and Endoscopy

Heidi Hutchinson, MD
Family Medicine

Lynn Sudduth, MD
Dermatology

Ken Klions, MD
Anesthesia

Brian Wicks, MD
Orthopedics

Greg Fleischhauer, MD
General Surgery and Wound Care
Daniel Frum, MD
Dermatology
Todd Garvin, MD
Urology Of note: Dr. Garvin will continue
doing surgical assists at St. Michael

If you know of a provider that is missing from this list or is retiring soon, please notify the KCMS at kcmsmed@gmail.com so that we recognize them
in the next Communique. Thanks!

The Communiqué is produced by Blue Sky Printing, for the Kitsap County Medical Society and is distributed to all members. Responses, inquires or suggestions for articles may be directed to:
Rebecca Carlson at: KCMS (360) 689-2928 • Silverdale, WA 98383 • email: kcmsmed@gmail.com • website: kcmedical.org
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